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Certificate of constancy of performance
For a range of metallic lighting columns according to EN 40-5: 2OOZ and EN 40-6 :2002

Delivered in compliance with Regulotion 305/2011/EU of the European Porlioment ond of the Council of 9 Morch 2077. This certificate opplies to the construction product:

Metallic lighting column: Steel and aluminium straight columns and columns with brackets

Placed on the market by: VALMONT France 5AS

Les Marmoulets
03110 CHARMETT

And produced in the factory: CHARMEIt t03) and RIVE DE GIER (42)

factory production control.

described in Annex ZA of the standard EN 40-5 : 2002 and EN 40-6 :2OA2, were applied and that product fulfils all the prescribed requirements.

conditions or the FPC itself are not modified.

Reference ofthe range: the list of product references for the range is a document referenced n" QA/000/F83 and POglA02lF78, kept up to date by the producer.

This certificate allows the manufacturer, its mandatories or its distributors, stated in the European

Economic Area, to affix the CE marking.

Date of the present certificate, Saint-Aubin, December 19th 2019
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Philippe Hostalery
Certification Director

The prcsent authorized document referenced RCo2J)008-I9o is a translation of the originat document. Only the French ve¡sion is offrciaL The

originatvercion includes2 pages inctuding one annex. Only its integral reprcduction is permitted.
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cticm Certificate of constancy of performance
For a range of metallic lighting columns according

to EN 40-5:2OAZ and EN 40-6 :2OOZ
APPENDIX

i oils¡ruir.::rì r¡r,,'i.ìj, Un art, notre métlef

LL66-CPR-0003

This appendix accompanies the certificate of conformity to certificate of constancy of performance number

lssued at: VALMONT France SAS

[es Marmsulets
03110 CHARMËIL

It defines the fields covered by this certificate:

For steel straisht columns and columns with braçkets (Charmeil):

o Columns with section circular, octagonal, rectangular and section sixteen sided are covered;

o Reinforcements Type 1 are not covered;

o Steel straight lighting columns and with bracket with all the following characteristics :

- ldentified 2005366 and 2005364;
- With section circular (d¡ameter at lower end = 159 mm / diameter at ground level = L59 mm /

diameter at top end = 60 mm) i
- Stepped;
- Weight = 118 kg j

- Luminaire's maximum weight = 15 kg i
- Nominal height = 10 m (including a straight post top bracket w¡th a length of 1,25 m or a bracket with

a projection of 1,25 m) ;

- Planting depth = t,7 m;
- Designed with a shear-construction ;

- Embedded ;

- Backfill type standard soil, type S ;

Are classified 100NE3 in accordance to the standard EN 12767:2007 and to the results of the test reports
identified 09.TR.007/IJB - F090411 and 09.TR.008/|JB - F090412 performed by the TTAI.

For alunliníum straight columns and columns with brackets (Rive de Gier):

Columns with section circular, octagonal and rectangular are covered;

Shaped lattice masts supported by a post are covered;

Cross section columns supported by a circular post are covered;

Reinforcements Type % filler welded are covered;

Reinforcements Type 1 are not covered.

All the other steel and aluminium straight columns and with brackets covered by this certificate are deemed to be class

0 in accordance to the standard ENL2767 (2007').
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The present authorized document referenced RC024003-79ø is o tronslat¡on of the original
document. Only the French version is official. The originol version includes2 pages including one
onnex. Only its reproduction in full is permitted.
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Visa :

P. Hostalery

Date of issue of this certificate, December 79th 2079
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